Media Studies

Summer 2010

(as of 02/5/10)

All courses are 4 units unless otherwise noted.

For information about summer admissions, enrollment and other matters, please visit the Summer Sessions website

American Studies 180A: Advertising America, 1 unit

American Studies 188F: Race and American Popular Music, 1 unit

American Studies 188G: American Popular Culture, 1 unit

Ethnic Studies 122AC: Ethnicity and Race in Contemporary American Films

Film 108, sect 1: Horror in Contemporary Cinema

Film 108, sect 2: Superhero Genre

Film 151, sect, 1: Films of Quentin Tarantino

History 100, sect 2: Latin American History on Film

Inform 146: Foundations of New Media 3 units

Mediast C104C 3 units

(Also cross listed as Cog Sci C103, Inform C103 and History C192.)

Pol Sci 3: Empirical Analysis (Methods)

Pol Sci 164A: Psychology of Politics

Psychology 160: Social Psychology 3 units

Sociol 110: Organizations and Institutions

Sociol 160: Sociology of Culture

UGBA 106: Marketing 3 units

UGBA 165: Integrated Marketing Communication